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About This Game

Could you survive a zombie apocalypse?

"Zombie Exodus" is a thrilling 750,000-word interactive survival-horror novel by Jim Dattilo, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based--without animation or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

It starts with a daring escape from your zombie-infested city, and it ends at Zombie Exodus, when a horde of zombies swarms
outlying settlements like locusts.

Will you be a soldier, athlete, carpenter, minister, or scientist? Play as male or female, gay or straight, and even find romance in
the post-apocalypse.

Are you ready for Zombie Exodus?
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fun addictive, chilling game. $5 well spent. Lets start this review on Math Fun by getting straight to the point. THIS. GAME. IS.
AMAZING. From the amazing detail to all aspects of the game to absolutely GORGEOUS graphics this game is just absolutely
amazing and deserves an award due to its amazing gameplay and all the great aspects. When launching the game you are given a
great menu that has THREE(!) options for different graphics settings with the resolution going up to 1680 x 1050 (which looks
absolutely great and is becoming the new 4K) and the only graphics setting is Normal, which may sound bad and sound like it
looks terrible, but compared to AAA games such as Just Cause 4, it is like being in heaven. When the game fully loads, you are
greeted to an amazing sound track made by some random artist and it blows games like Undertale out of the water! The games
mechanics work great and can be run on low end systems even on full settings at a whopping 1500 fps on even my GTX 1050
Ti. The games levels do challenge you on your math skills to complete levels and earn rewards such as depression and suicidal
thoughts, but also give you a sense of doubt of why you spent your money on this steamy pile of elephant faeces (which is the
best reward in my opinion and is just so amazing!). The game itself is just absolutely amazing and I simply CANNOT wait to
see this game win an award.. Nice port by xseed. My only complaint for this, is you can only play this while you're online....The
game doesn't work while offline......Please fix this xseed, this maybe a minor problem, but I don't always have an internet
connection. The game itselfs works well though. I will change the review if it allows offline play.. This just dosent feel finished,
after just a few min you get the feeling that its missing some thing. Aircraft spawn to the sides and rear of you giving no time to
dodge it, the number that do show up is not countable. They could have had a hanger to stop or slow the spawn rate on air craft
but they dont. The good part, they have a single shots from them but the speed they fly and the shot speed are the same, you can
see them flying with there shots right in front. The ground based tanks the AA guns are better balanced then what you face in
the air, when you kill an area its empty after.

I think they got he weapons swaped, guns would have been better for ground based and a little tracking on missles for anit-air,
having to lead your target at a 90deg turn just to shoot aircraft makes it look bad. The limited ammo for big attacks has you
wishing for more as this would have made the run and gun game play fun.

Not recommened at this time needs work.. What a nostalgic kick in the face. I used to play this A LOT when I was around the
age of 10 or so and I could spend days on it.
There might be a few minor changes from the CD version to the steam version:
- when you're treating animals there's no animation of your character walking or tending to the animal, you have to do it instead.
The bad part about that feature is that some of the animals bodyparts are very annoying to find or get right, like the chest on
budgies and rabbits.
- the clinic and the outside surroundings have completely changed as well as the city.
- The grapics on the animals are much more detailed and they have animations.
Other than that it seems to be close to the 'original' game when Mindscape was part of the development team.

I'd recommend it to the younger audience, a good game for kids, or grown-ups with a childish soul ;).. A short but very
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enjoyable game. Also some awesome music.. This is a must have if you like physics based platform games. Don't expect
amazing graphics, music or sound effects, but a quite unique game with a challenging gameplay that will keep you busy for a
long time if you get hooked. Warning, it's not for everyone, as you will need to be patient and fight against frustration to finish
all the levels and beat some times.

Even though it's hard, the best is that finishing the levels is not very difficult (only the last ones), the hard thing is to get the gold
and platinum medals, the difficulty increase is very well measured. Furthermore, the leaderboards, the level editor and the
cooperative mode are added value features that make it even better.

I heartily recommend this game, there should be more games like this.
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This game is a scam!. Not the best story and rather short, although there are options and multiple ending. The art is also rather
meh, but not the worst.

I'll say its 5/10 playable but nothing special. Great game for low price. I have 1, 2, 3, and 6 and finished them all and got over
100 hours of enjoyment for under $10 for all 4 on sale. Warning for those like myself who bought it thinking it was a city
builder. It's more of a puzzle game but still enjoyable. Very chaallenging if you want those 3 stars.. No force feedback, no
settings ingame for anything at all, terrbile sound. The driving itself is just too bad for this to be any interesting sadly :(. I bought
it to support the devs I swear.. A step in the right direction for AC. Good performance, graphics, and gameplay (PC controls are
also actually good now).. Adds some good flavor but costs too much for what's included
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